
Statement of Purpose 

Respected Graduate Admission Committee: 

My decision to pursue a graduate course is driven by a long term desire to study/research 

Emergency medical service(Paramedic) and its multifarious aspects. An interest which later 

developed to a Bachelor’s course, but a passion which long pacified the heart to develop interest 

in this field; sparked off an interest to pursue a career in disaster medicine and management . A 

dream which would unravel following the course offered by Philadelphia  University which 

gives the flexibility needed for such a vast and rapidly changing field.  

The constant excellence in academics fetched me a decent University for my Bachelor’s Degree. 

I completed my under graduation from the prestigious Umm Alqura University, Saudi Arabia in 

2014 and burnt my midnight oil and secured a formidable GPA of 2.77(Out of the possible 4). 

That has added to the list of inquisitiveness and eventually inspired me to choose this domain. 

Having 1 year internship training experiences divided to 6 month in Red Crescent Authority and 

6 month  in king Abdualziz Specialist Hospital assisted me a lot to realize the significance of my 

chosen field. It was astounding experience, notwithstanding its short period of time.  

This makes me realized that  I have always been interested in the work of a paramedic, and have 

become inspired to follow this career path. The role of a paramedic is diverse and changing daily 

and this sort of work appeals to me greatly as I see myself as the type of person who could cope 

with any situation and also have the right attitude and approach. I feel that I work best when in a 

team and that I can work with a wide range of people effectively and quickly. I am a flexible, 

quick thinking person who can adapt to any circumstances, and this is the main reason I think I 

am suited for a role within the emergency services. I have always wanted to help people and I 

think that pre-hospital care is the most effective way I could do this. Paramedics work in the 

immediate area of an accident and have to be able to think fast and deal with large amounts of 

stress, I feel I would be ideally suited to this role, could perform it well to benefit others, and 

comfort those involved when they are unable to handle the trauma or pain. 

 My prospective goal is to expand my comprehension of research and theories in Disaster 

Medicine and Management  and to make a significant contribution to this field. Obtaining a 

Master's Degree in one of the preceding mentioned research interests would be the pivotal step 

towards my ambition. 

Being an avid reader and relentlessly keep myself conversant with latest research papers in 

Emergency Disaster and management upgrades, that not only broadened my horizons but also 

keep me upbeat to the latest global strides in several areas of Emergency Disaster and 

Management over the years. I would like to exploit all my potential to improve this particular 

domain. Moreover, having interacted with people from different cultural backgrounds I meet 

them in the hospital and the field when  I was training in the red crescent has taught me to admire 



and respect all cultures. I am eager to observe the society in the United States and look forward 

to mingle with people of multifarious culture and background through your program. 

With my studies thus far I am confident that I have a solid understanding in the field of 

Emergency Disaster and Management . To congeal this base and expand my horizons, I wish to 

pursue a Master’s Degree in Emergency disaster and Management from Philadelphia University. 

It is no secret that most of the cutting edge research and latest developments come from various 

US universities. To add to the list of excellence, the master faculty and modernized classes are 

certainly among the best in the World. Keeping these in mind. what makes me choose 

Philadelphia university is my teacher in my university he recommend Philadelphia university. he 

said the graduate program disaster medicine and management is the best  for you because all the 

teacher is the program have experience in emergency medical service and disaster , I believe that 

the graduation program in your university will provide me the opportunity to further honing my 

skills obtained thus far. I am fully aware of the commitment and tenacity required for research 

and believes that my aptitude and motivation will see me through my challenge. 

 

Respectively, 

 

Wisam Eidhah Alharthi  

 
 


